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The results of one full-scale vehicle impact test into the California 
type 9 bridge barrier rail and three tests into various modifications of 
the California type 8 bridge approach guardrail are reported. The re
sults indicate that the type 9 bridge barrier rail and the final type 8 
bridge approach guardrail designs will retain and redirect a 4,500-lb 
passenger vehicle, impacting at 60 mph and 25 deg, with tolerable de
celerati()n rates, moderate vehicle damage, and minimal barrier dam
age. The bridge barrier rail and bridge approach guardrail, together, 
provide structural continuity and a pleasing appearance. 

•HIGHWAY ENGINEERS are continually striving to improve their product. Efforts 
along this line are expended in a multitude of directions motivated by advances in tech
nology, concern for safety and aesthetics, and a desire to give the public the greatest 
value for each tax dollar : In the area of highway barrier systems, significant improve· 
ments are being made as new concepts and designs are developed and tested. 

The first series of vehicle impact tests on bridge rails by the California Division 
of Highways was conducted in the mid-1950s. These tests were initiated because of 
the serious operational deficiencies, primarily structural, that were showing up with 
the increased use of heavier, higher speed vehicles and higher speed highways. These 
and subsequent tests provided a better knowledge of the requirements for modern bridgE' 
rails and for the dynamic actions of impacting high-speed vehicles. From this early 
testing, for example, it was learned that vehicles impacting baluster-type bridge rails 
tended to snag on the openings, thereby causing severe vehicle decelerations and fre
quent rail failures. 

As a result of these earlier tests, in 1962 the California Division of Highways set
tled on a design called the California type 1 bridge barrier rail (2). This design is 
composed of a single 5-in. diameter metal pipe railing mounted T5 in. above the top 
of a 21-in. high solid reinforced concrete parapet wall. The overall height of this 
barrier system is 36 in. This design has given good operational performance, both 
structurally and in the reduction of the severity of accidents. However, operational 
information indicated that the following aspects could be improved: 

1. The type 1 bridge barrier rail is not self-cleaning. In certain areas, sand and 
other debris tend to pile up against the solid parapet wall. 

2. Visibility through the railing is somewhat restricted, both for the motorist on 
the bridge wishing to view the surrounding scenery and from a safety standpoint for the 
motorist needing adequate sight distance from an approach ramp adjacent to the structure. 

In 1965-1966, these considerations led to the design, testing, and subsequent use of 
the California type 8 bridge rail (!). The design is composed of two 2- by 6-in. steel 
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Figure 1. 

rectangular tube rails mounted 15 and 27 
in . high on welded, open-type steel posts 
spaced 10 ft on centers. From the stand
point of structural adequacy and appear
ance, this bridge rail also performs well. 
However, operational experience has in
dicated that on higher structures motor
ists tend to shy away from this low , open, 
fragile - appearing railing and thus crowd 
the inner lanes of traffic. 

The inadequate appearance of the Cali
fornia type 8 bridge rail then led to the 
compromise design of the California type 
9 bridge barrier rail. The type 9 bridge 
rail and the California type 8 bridge ap
proach guardrail used with it are the sub
ject of the tests covered by this report. 
The type 9 bridge rail consists of a single 
2- by 6-in. steel rectangular tube rail at

tached to welded steel posts mounted on a 15-in . high concrete parapet for an overall 
barrier height of 27 in. The double-rail type 8 system was adapted as a bridge approach 
guardrail that maintains structural and aesthetic continuity while protecting the motor
ist from end-on collision into the bridge rail. 

In this study, the new California type 9 bridge barrier rafl and the new California 
type 8 bridge approach guardrail were subjected to controlled vehicle impact tests. 
Thus, the primary objectives of this research project were to (a) test the California 
type 9 bridge barrier rail, (b) test the California type 8 approach guardrail flare, and 
(c) develop and test subsequent design modifications to the barriers as determined from 
the results of U1e tests on the initial designs. 

TEST PARAMETERS 

The test vehicles used in this study were 1966 sedans weighing approximately 4, 500 
lb including a dummy and instrumentation. The test procedures taken to prepare, re
motely control, and target the test vehicle are similar to those used in past test series 
and detailed in previous California reports (3, 4). These test parameters generally 
meet the guidelines established by the Highway Research Board Committee on Guard
rails and Guide Posts @). 

INSTRUMENTATION 

Photographic and mechanical instrumenta
tion procedures and equipment employed in 
this test series are similar to those used in 
past test series and are detailed in previous 
California reports (l, ~). 

DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE 

Tes t 172-Caillornia Type 9 
Bridge Barrier Rail 

The California type 9 bridge barrier rail 
(Fig. 1) consists of a single steel rail mounted 
12 in. above the top of a 15-in. high reinforced 
concrete parapet wall. The total barrier rail 
height is 27 in. from the bridge deck to the top 
of the steel rail. 

The rail is fabricated from 6-in. by 2-in. 
by 12.02-lb structural steel r ectangular tubing Figure 2 . 



conforming to ASTM Specification A 500, Grade 
B. An interior sleeve-type rail splice, proven 
effective in a previous test series (1), is used. 
The minimum length of a steel rail segment is 
20 ft except at the end of the barrier down
stream to traffic where a shorter length is 
bent down at a 36-in. radius to butt against 
the top of the parapet. At the end of the bar
rier upstream to traffic, the single steel rail 
extends beyond the end of the parapet for tran -
sition connection with the bridge approach 
guardrail. 

The rail is supported on welded steel posts 
spaced at 10-ft centers and fabricated from 
ASTM Specification A 36 structural steel. Two 
%-in. steel bolts, stud-welded to the rail, are 
used to connect the rail to each post. The 
posts are secured to the parapet by two high
strength bolts, one %-in. diameter by 8 in. 
and the other 1-in. diameter by 10 in., cast in 
the concrete (Fig. 2). 

For this test installation, the concrete par
apet was 65 ft long and was constructed on a 
reinforced concrete simulated cantilevered 
bridge deck. The deck and parapet reinforc
ing, as well as other details of the type 9 bridge 
barrier rail constructed for test 172, are shown 
in Figure Al of the Appendix. This barrier 
rail system was designed in accordance with 
the r equirements of the 1965 AASHO Standard 
Specifications for Highway Bridges. 

The vehicle in test 172 impacted the barrier 
midspan between posts 3 and 4 at 57 mph and 
26 deg. Because of the relatively low parapet 
height (15 in.) in relation to the vehicle bumper 
(Fig. 3), the bumper and leading frame mem
bers projected over the concrete parapet on 
impact. 

As the vehicle progressed through impact, 
the front bumper and chassis snagged on the 
vertical flanges of post 4, causing the fillet 
welds connecting the post flange to the hori
zontal mounting bar to fail. This severe load
ing was also transmitted to the anchor bolts, 
causing some spalling of the concrete parapet 
(Fig. 4). The failure at post 4 increased lat
eral and longitudinal loadings to posts 3 and 5. 
Post 5, located 15 ft downstream of initial im
pact, sustained only minor flange deformation. 
However, post 3, located 5 ft upstream, was 
apparently subjected to higher loading, as evi
denced by spalling of the concrete around the 
anchor bolts in addition to slight flange defor
mation (Fig. 5). Even though the rail was re
leased at post 4, the maximum permanent rail 
deflection was only 0.42 ft laterally and 0.45 ft 
vertically. All deflection occurred between 
posts 3 and 5 (Fig. 6). 
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Figure 7. Figure 8. 

Barrier damage was considered moderate under the severe impact conditions of this 
test. Rail damage would require replacement of one post and two rail sections. The 
concrete parapet could have been repaired by straightening the anchor bolts at post 3, 
chipping out the spalled concrete at posts 3 and 4, and patching with an epoxy-cement 
grout. 

Vehicle dynamics were considered satisfactory with minimal jump and no tendency 
to roll. Vehicle-barrier contact was approximately 15 ft and the exit angle was about 
6 deg. Pertinent data on this test are shown in Figure A2 of the Appendix. The vehi-

- -e-le-damage, although relatively severe ,- is-characteristic of high-speed impact at- rel- -
atively high angles into nonyielding barriers (Fig. 7). 

Test 171-California Type 8 Bridge Approach Guardrail, Initial Design 

The initial bridge approach guardrail design (Fig. 8) was adapted from the California 
type 8 bridge rail design developed and tested in 1965-1966 (1). This design uses two 
6-in. by 2-in by 12.02-lb structural steel rectangular tube rails mounted 15 and 27 in. 
to the top above the ground. However, the welded steel posts, spaced at 10 ft on cen
ters from the earlier bridge rail, are altered to permit attachment over 8- by 8-in. 
Douglas fir posts embedded 36 in. in drilled holes in original ground with tamped back
fill. 

The rail segments are fas tened together with an interior sleeve-type rail splice us
ing two 3/4-in. diameter by 31/,i-in. long through bolts to transmit tensile forces. The 
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rails are secured to each steel post with two %
in. diameter welded stud bolts (Fig. 9) in the 
same manner employed on the California type 8 
and 9 bridge rails. 

The upper and lower rails in the leading 10 ft 
of approach guardrail at the end upstream of traf
fic are bent down on 20-ft and 19-ft radii respec
tively. The end of each rail is anchored with one 
%-in. diameter by 12-in. long high-strength steel 
bolt cast in the 24- by 54- by 24-in. deep rein
forced concrete anchor block (Fig. 10). In plan 
view, the upstream end of the approach guardrail 
is offset 3 ft from the projected straight line of 
the bridge rail (Fig. 11). This offset is achieved 
by curving all but the end 10 ft of the approach 
guardrail on a 230-ft radius. 

At the downstream end, the upper approach 
rail was spliced to the single rail of the type 9 
bridge barrier rail. The lower approach rail 
was secured to the bridge barrier rail concrete 
parapet with two %-in. diameter by 12-in. long 
high-strength bolts cast in the parapet (Fig. 12). 
The length of the type 8 bridge approach guard
rail was 38. 5 ft and the length of the type 9 bridge 
rail to which it was attached was 65 ft, providing 
a total installation length for test 171 of 103.5 ft. 
Details of the type 8 bridge approach rail design 
used in this test are shown in Figure A3 of the 
Appendix. 

In order to determine the redirecting charac
teristics of this system, a 60-mph, 25-deg im
pact was planned to contact the approach guard
rail approximately 20 ft from the upstream end. 
However, because of an inaccuracy in vehicle 
steering control, the test vehicle in test 171 im
pacted the approach guardrail within the upstream 
sloping section approximately 4 ft from the lead
ing end at 60 mph and 27 deg. 

At the point of initial contact, the upper ap
proach rail was approximately 15 in. above the 
pavement. This low height permitted the bumper 
and leading frame members of the vehicle to pass 
over the rail upon impact. The sloping rails im
parted both a vertical force and a rolling moment 
to the vehicle as it vaulted the barrier. The ve
hicle rolled in a counterclockwise direction while 
it was airborne before landing on its left side. It 
then rolled over onto its top as it skidded an ad
ditional 140 ft before coming to rest. Pertinent 
data on this test are shown in Figure A4 of the 
Appendix. 

The rails deflected laterally and high tensile 
forces caused the upstream rail end anchor bolts 
to strip (Fig. 13). The loss of upstream end an
chorage transmitted additional impact loading 
downstream to the barrier posts. The timber 
portion of post 1 was sheared at ground level and 
post 2 was severely fractured (Fig. 14). Damage 
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Figure 16. 

to the steel portion occurred at post 1 only. 
This damage consisted of moderate defor
mation of the side flanges and the rail 

Figure 15. mounting bars. 
All tubular steel rail sections were 

damaged. Stud-weld failures occurred 
on the upper r ail a t all three approach guardrail posts and on the lower rail at pos t 1 
only (Figs. 15 and 16). However , ther e wer e no r ail splice failures and the downstream 
rail-to-parapet connection was not damaged. 

Vehicle damage consisted of moderate sheet metal deformation of the left side and 
top. Deformation of the front bumper occurred when it impacted post 1 and snagged 
under the upper rail (Fig. 17). 

Test 173-Type 8 Bridge Approach Guardrail, Modified 

For this second approach guardrail test, several modifications were made to the 
post and end anchorage details to correct deficiencies noted in the design used in test 
171. At the end upstream to traffic, the rail end anchorage was substantially strength
ened by welding a steel plate to both the upper and lower rails and securing each with 
two 1-in. diameter by 15-in. long high- strength bolts cast in separate 2-ft diameter 
by 4-ft deep cylindrical reinforced concrete anchors (Fig. 18). The downstream rail 
ends were attached to the type 9 bridge barrier rail as in test 171 except that the cast
in anchor bolts were increased in size from a %-in. to a 1-in. diameter and the bolt 
edge distance from the face of the parapet was increased to 4 in. from 3 in. 

The composite fabricated steel and timber guardrail post used in test 171 was re
placed with fabricated steel posts at 10-ft centers anchored with three 1-in. diameter 
by 15-in. long high-strength bolts cast in 2-ft diameter by 4-ft deep cylindrical rein
forced concrete cast in drilled hole footings (Fig. 19). 

As an additional measure, the interior 
sleeve rail splice used in test 171 was 
strengthened by the use of a 13/a-in. solid 

Figure 17. Figure 18. 
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Figure 20. 

Figure 19. 

Figure 21 . Figure 22. 

steel splice plate and the splice bolts were increased from % in. to 1 in. in diameter. 
Details on the bridge approach guardrail design employed in test 173 are shown in Fig
ure A5 of the Appendix. 

For this test installation, the 3-ft upstream end offset was obtained by curving the 
17 ft of rail adjacent to the bridge rail at a 170-ft radius with the remaining 31. 5 ft of 
rail being constructed on a tangent. The total approach guardrail length was 48.5 ft and 
bridge rail length was 65 ft, providing a total installation length for test 173 of 113. 5 ft 
(Fig. 20). The initial impact point for this second approach guardrail test was near the 
center of the installation 2.5 ft upstream of post 3 at 61 mph and 24 deg . 

The height of the lower rail (15 in.) in relation to the vehicle bumper (Fig. 21) per
mitted the bumper and chassis to project over the lower rail upon impact as the upper 
rail "knifed" into the vehicle body just below the headlamp. 

This penetration of the vehicle into the guardrail permitted metal components to 
snag on the steel posts. The weld ruptures and base plate deformation at post 3 are 
indicative of this high loading (Fig. 22). There were no anchor-bolt, rail-splice, or 
stud-bolt failures. However, the guardrail was under considerable lateral stress, as 
indicated by the displacement between the concrete footings under the fabricated steel 
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posts and the surrounding soil. There 
was also a slight weld rupture and base 

plate deformation at post 4, which was 12.5 ft downstream of impact (Fig. 23) . 
Considering the severity of the impact, overall guardrail damage was relatively 

minor, with only one post sustaining deformation extensive enough to require replace
ment. Three approach rail sections were also deformed with maximum permanent de
flection of 0.5 -ft laterally and 0.15 ft vertically. Even after this severe impact, all 
components were intact and the approach guardrail was still functional (Figs. 24 and 25) . 

There was no damage to any of the concrete portions of the bridge approach guard
rail or the bridge barrier rail, and repairs would consist only of replacing the deformed 
post and rail sections in the approach guardrail. However, if deemed necessary, in
terim repairs could be effected by straightening the bent members. Based on the re
sults of test 173, it appears that this guardrail would perform satisfactorily for fairly 
severe impacts with little maintenance being required. 

Vehicle dynamics were considered tolerable with minimal jump and only a moderate 
tendency to roll. Vehicle -barrier contact was approximately 10 ft and the exit angle 
was about 19 deg. Pertinent data on this test are shown in Figure A6 of the Appendix. 

Figure 25. 

Vehicle damage consisted of moderate 
deformation of the left front wheel and 
chassis and extensive sheet metal defor
mation at the left front end. The left front 
fender was deeply indented where the upper 
rail knifed into it (Fig. 26). Damage to 
the left side, rear fender, and rear bumper 
occurred during the secondary impact as 

Figure 26. 



the vehicle was redirected parallel to the barrier 
(Fig. 27). 

Test 174-Type 8 Bridge Approach 
Guardrail 

Results of the previous two bridge approach 
guardrail tests (tests 171 and 173) suggested further 
design refinements for this third and final bridge ap
proach guardrail test installation (test 174). The 
first test (test 171) had indicated that the upstream 
end anchorage system and the barrier post design 
were inadequate. In the second test (test 173), an 
attempt was made to correct these deficiencies by 
using a strengthened tubular rail end anchorage at
tachment and a modified post design. The strength
ened end anchorage attachment was considered ade
quate and was not changed for test 174. However, 
the two separate cylindrical concrete footings used 
to anchor the rails were replaced by a single, 36-
by 42- by 24-in. deep rectangular reinforced con
crete footing. 

Based on the previous two tests, it was also felt , 
that the 10-ft long sloping upstream rail end section 
presented an excessive area of vulnerability to an 
errant vehicle. Therefore, this sloping section was 
reduced in length to 4 ft 7 in., with the lower rails 
curved down at 6-ft and 5-ft radii respectively 
(Fig. 28). 

The modified welded steel post design used in 
test 173, although structurally adequate , was expen
sive and difficult to construct, repair, and/ or re
place. Therefore, for test 174 a more economical 
and practicable design was vsed consisting of steel 
wide-flange beam (6WF25) posts on 10-ft centers 
embedded in 36-in. deep by 18-in. diameter con
crete footings (Fig. 29). 

In lieu of the interior sleeve splice design used 
in the previous tests, rail splicing was accomp
lished by bolting the rail section ends to a 5- by 21/r 
by %-in. steel angle with 1-in. diameter by 4-in. 
long high-strength bolts. The steel angle was se
cured, along with the rails, to the steel posts by 
3/..- in . stud bolts welded on the tubular rail (Figs. 
30 and 31). The steel angle was used only at tubu
lar rail splices. All other rail-to-post attachment 
was accomplished utilizing the welded stud bolt with 
a %-in. thick backup spacer. 

The same rail-to-parapet connection was used at 
the downstream end as in the preceding test. De
tails on the final type 8 bridge approach guardrail 
design used in test 17 4 are shown in Figure A 7 of 
the Appendix. The guardrail was flared to a 3-ft 
offset at the upstream end by curving the 18. 5 ft of 
approach rail adjacent to the bridge rail to a 240-ft 
radius. The remaining 30 ft of rail was constructed 
on a straight tangent. The total approach guardrail 
length was 48. 5 ft and the bridge barrier rail length 
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Fi!iure 32. 

Figure 33. 

was 65 ft, thus providing a total installa
tion length for test 174 of 113.5 ft (Fig. 32). 

The initial impact point for this third 
and final approach guardrail test was approximately midspan between posts 3 and 4 at 
60 mph and 26 deg. As in the previous tests, the front bumper and left front chassis 
members projected over the 15- in. high lower rail as the upper rail indented a deep 
groove into the vehicle body. 

Vehicle dynamics through impact were considered to be good with no tendency to 
jump and only a minimal roll toward the barrier. Vehicle-barrier contact was ap
proximately 10 ft and the exit angle about 19 deg. Pertinent data on this test are 
shown in Figure AB of the Appendix. 

V:ehicle damage was moderate, with substantial sheet metal deformation at the left 
front end (Fig. 33). Deformation of the left side body panels and the left front wheel 
were less severe than in test 173. The secondary impact from the rear of the vehicle 
striking the barrier was also less severe , as indicated by the minimal damage to the 
left rear body panels and rear bumper. 

The guardrail damage from this severe impact was relatively minor. Although a 
butt-welded splice in the upper rail at post 3 did fracture, as shown in Figures 34 and 
35, this failure was attributed to poor welding practice. An internal welding backup 
plate was not used, resulting in poor weld penetration. Future specifications will re
quire that a backup plate be used on all butt-welded rail elements to ensure full weld 
penetration. As shown in Figure 34, the rail elements downstream of post 3 were 

Figure 34. 

twisted up at the rail splices. This is 
indicative of the torsional force applied 

Figure 35. 



Figure 36. 
Figure 37. 

to the rails. Post 3, although rotated back approximately 10 deg, was not deformed. 
Three rail sections were only slightly deformed, with maximum residual deflections 
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of 0.23 ft laterally and 0.03 ft vertically. After impact all barrier components were 
intact and the barrier was still considered to be functional (Fig. 36). The concrete par
apet at the downstream lower rail connection was cracked. However, the anchor bolts 
were not deformed and would not require replacement (Fig. 37). 

It was concluded that the final California type 8 bridge approach guardrail design in 
test 174 fulfills the current requirements for an approach guardrail leading up to a 
rigid-type bridge barrier rail. This approach guardrail design is relatively economical 
to construct and the reduced vehicle damage and more tolerable vehicle damage ob
served show it to be an improvement over the two previous preliminary designs. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are based on an analysis of the results of the full-scale 
vehicle impact tests conducted during this test series: 

1. The type 9 bridge barrier rail design impacted in test 172 will retain and redi
rect a 4, 500-lb sedan impacting at a 2 5-deg approach angle and a speed of 60 mph. 
Barrier damage from such an impact can be expected to be moderate but repairable 
and the barrier will remain effective with all critical components intact. 

2. The initial type 8 bridge approach guardrail design impacted in test 171 will not 
retain nor redirect a 4, 500-lb sedan impacting at a wide angle ar.d high speed when im
pact is within the upstream sloping rail section. Barrier damage also indicated that 
the upstream bolted rail anchorage and the composite fabricated steel and timber post 
design were structurally inadequate. It was further concluded that any impact into the 
sloped rail section at the upstream end of the bridge approach guardrail could cause 
the vehicle to overturn, and therefore this section should be as short as possible to re
duce the area of vulnerability. 

3. The modified type 8 bridge approach guardrail design impacted in test 173 will 
retain and r edirect a 4, 500-lb sedan impacting at a 25- deg approach angle and a speed 
of 60 mph. However, this barrie r design with its fabricated steel posts and reinforced 
concrete post anchors is expensive to fabricate and difficult to construct. 

4. The final type 8 bridge approach guardrail design impacted in test 174 will retain 
and redirect a 4, 500- lb s edan impacting at a 25-deg approach angle and a speed of 60 
mph. In addition to performing satisfactorily under a severe impact, this final design 
utilizing a shorte r , s tronger upstream rail anchorage and steel wide-flange (6WF25) 
post is considered relatively easy and economical to fabricate and construct. 
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Appendix 
The following figures contain pertinent data and photographs of the impact tests 

discussed in this report. 
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270 -+ I BARRIER TESTED ... . .. .. .. .. ....... . . .... Type a B.A.G; 

I LENGTH OF INSTALLATION .. ..... . ...... .... .... .. 103.5 
15" CONTACT W/BARRIER .. ..... ... . .... . .... . .. Po net ration 

MAX REBOUND .. .. ... ..... .• . .. ••• . •. •.•••• P~netration 
EXIT ANGLE ..... .. . . .... . . ••••• •.•.....• P~netro rl on 
MAX. PERM DEFL. LATERAL • .•• •• .. • •....•..•. 0.5' back 

VERTICAL. ... . .... ... • • . • • • • 0.15' dn 

POST SPACING . . .... . . . . ... .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. ... ... . .... 10' O.C. 

.. I 

TEST NO ... ..... ....... .... .. . .. . . ... . ..... .. . .. 171 

DATE . . . . ...•...•.. . •....•. .•.. •• ... : .. • . 10-19-68 

VEHICLE .•.•... • .•.•..••.. •. •. 1966 Dodge Sedan 

SPEED .• , •.•.••.•.••••... ••••. ..•. • . •. 60 mph 

IMPACT ANGLE .. . . .. ... .. .. .. . . .... ............ 27° 

VEHICLE WE.IGHT .. ............ ... . ...... . .... 4540 # 
W/DUMMY 8 IPISTRUMENTATION 
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-r. BARRIER TESTED .. ... . .. . .. . .... .. . . .... . Type 8 B.A.G. 

LENGTH OF INSTALLATION .. .. .. . . ... . ...... .. ..... 11 3.5° 

TEST NO .. . ....... ......... .... . .. . .. .. ... ..... 173 

DATE ....... . ... ...... . ... ... . . .. .. ... .. 4-16-68 

CONTACT W/BARRIER .. ... .. .. ........ ... .. . ..... . ... 10 ' VEHI CLE .. ..... ... ... . . .... .. . 1966 Dodge Sedan 

,.. 0 
0 . .. 1$ .. MAX REBOUND ....... .. . . .. .. . . .. ....... . ...... .. . 17

1 
SPEED . . ..... ... .• , . • •.••••• , , ... ... . ... 6 1 mph . . . 

EXIT ANGLE .... . . .. .... . . ... . •••. .• . . . . . • • . • •.• 19° IMPACT ANGU: ... ..... . .... .. .... ........ .. . .. 24° 

[>: · ~-~Ji_ 
MAX. PERM DEFL. LATERAL .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . . ... 0.5' bock 

VERTICAL .. .... ....... , ..... 0.15' up 

POST SPACING ................. .. . .... .... ... . . . . .... 10 ° O.C. 

VEHICLE WEIGHT . . . .. ... ... .... . .. ........ ... 4540# 

W/DUMMY 8 !I NSTRUMENTATION 
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BARRIER TESTED ...... ..... •• • .••....•••.. TYPE 8 B.A.G. TEST NO ......................... . ..... ........ 174 

LENGTH OF INSTALLATION . .. ....... .. .. . .... . ..... 113.5
1 DATE .... ................ . ... .... ........ 3-11-69 

CONTACT W/BARRIER ...... .. .. .......... . .... . .... .. . 10' VEHICLE .. ... .•• . . ....•..... . . 1966 Dodge Sedan 

MAX REBOUND ...... . ....... •• •• ••. • ..••••• • • .••. • 32' SPEED . .............. . ...... . . ... ..... 60 mph 

EXIT ANGLE .. . .... . , , , . , . •.. . .. . ....... . ..•... • 13° IMPACT ANGLE ........... . .... . .. ..... ....... . 26° 

MAX. PERM DEFL. LATERAL ... , • ••.•• , ... .. , •0 .23' back VEHICLE WE,GHT ............... ... ........... 4540 # 
VERTICAL ... . . . . ... ...... .... 0 .03' up W/DUMMY 6 INSTRUMENTATION 

POST SPACING ..... ...... ...... ... ...... .. ... .. ...... 10' O.C. 




